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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4996-Li vie had recovered her peak 
strength, which gave her a chance to defeat Mekaisto. Their abilities were 
rather on par. 

Mekaisto wanted to kill James, but Livie could not allow that. 

She knew that Zaden was still hiding in the dark. 

Unfortunately, this was all she could do. 

The rest were Endlos’ internal affairs. Whether or not Zaden would kill James 
was not something Livie could decide. She 

could only stop Mekaisto from killing James. 

She sacrificed herself to obtain a stronger power. She forcefully made 
Mekaisto reincarnate with her. 

In the void, a geomantic compass was left behind. 

It was Mekaisto’s weapon, the Demonic Compass. 

The Ten Thousand Demon Formation still remained. It was constantly 
swallowing the Chaos District. 

The battle ended temporarily, and James got a chance to rest. 

He was on the verge of dying. 

He saw everything Livie did. He did not expect Livie to save his life and give 
him a chance to catch a breath. 

“Haha.” 

In the dark, a burst of sinister laughter sounded. 

‘The Deputy Leader and Third Commander of the Extraterrestrial Demons 
have died. Taran and James are severely 



injured. Now, who in Endlos is my match?” 

The voice sounded throughout the Chaos District. 

On the verge of death, James stood in the Chaotic Void. At this moment, his 
injuries were too severe. His soul could no longer hold on and could not 
continue to be one with the formation. 

His soul left his physical body. His body turned into a shadow as he sat on the 
incomplete formation. 

At this time, James’ soul was very weak. 

Meanwhile, the entire Chaos District was collapsing. 

James wanted to stop it. However, he was powerless. 

Outside the Chaos, many powerhouses saw the situation but did not take 
action. They did not have the ability to take action. Even if they did take 
action, it would be useless. 

The Chaos District was being swallowed by the Ten Thousand Demon 
Formation. The Chaos District was disappearing. 

On the other hand, Zaden, hiding in the dark, was getting stronger. 

James watched the Chaos District disappear. 

He waited for the light beam to appear. 

Nevertheless, the light beam Zella mentioned did not appear even after the 
Chaos District disappeared completely. 

After the Chaos District disappeared, a middle-aged man and a beautiful lady 
showed up. 

They were Zaden and XezaL 

Both of them appeared before James’ spirit. 

Zaden raised his hand, wanting to get rid of James to prevent future troubles. 

“Father, wait,” said Xezal suddenly. 



“What’s wrong?” Zaden glanced at Xezal. 

Xezal said, “Father, James isn’t a threat right now. He has many secrets. He 
also has the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Art. That formation is very 
mysterious. 

Although you’re currently invincible in Endlos, if you can get James’ secrets, 
you may enter the Sovereign Rank.” 

“You’re right.” 

Zaden dispersed the power in his palm. 

At this moment, in the distance, a beam of white light shot over speedily. 

“It’s here.” 

James’ spirit saw the light beam. He was delighted. 

With a thought, the formation was restored quickly. It engulfed the Demonic 
Compass left behind by the dead 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4997-However, James left behind the 
Endlos Heart. 

When he left, he used his spirit’s last bit of power to activate the Endlos Heart. 
He used the power of the Endlos Heart to restore the disappeared Chaos 
District, letting countless living beings in the Chaos District resurrect. 

After he did all this, his Soul Power was almost exhausted. Only a little was 
left. 

“Huh?’ 

Everything happened too quickly. 

It happened so fast that Zaden could not react. 

“What was that?” 

Zaden wanted to sense the light beam. Nonetheless, even though he was 
very strong, he could not sense the existence of the light beam. 



‘This brat.” 

Xezal felt helpless. 

Thinking for a moment, she said, “James must have used the last bit of his 
power to activate the Endlos Heart, recovering 

the disappeared Chaos District and resurrecting the living beings in the Chaos 
District. Although he restored the Chaos District, he paid the price with his life. 
As for that beam of white light, it should be James’ Soul Light. Now, 

James is completely gone. His Soul Light is also gone.” 

Xezal did not know the true Herstellen Art. She also did not know about the 
three beams of light that appeared at the birth of Endlos. Thus, she could only 
guess what was going on. 

Zaden thought the same. 

At this moment, he was smiling. 

James, Mekaisto, and the Third Commander of the Extraterrestrial Demons 
had disappeared from Endlos. Now, Zaden’s biggest enemy was Taran, who 
was severely injured. 

After experiencing an intense battle, Taran suffered from severe injuries. It 
was easy for Zaden to kill Taran. ‘Those who obey me will prosper; those who 
go against me will perish.” 

Zaden stood in the restored Chaotic Void. His voice rang throughout the ten 
districts. 

Outside the Chaos District, in the Human Universe, everyone was silent. 

Thea and the others became teary-eyed. Tears dripped from their faces. 

They thought James would create a miracle. 

Unfortunately, James did not create any miracle. He lost in the end. He was 
forever gone in Endlos. He did not even have the chance to reincarnate. 

Thea stood in the main hall of the Heavenly Court, which 



had become a ruin. 

Her eyes were watering. 

She clenched her fists as veins popped up on her arms. 

The Ancestral Blood Master walked over and patted Thea on the shoulder. He 
wanted to comfort her, but he did not know what to say. Hence, he could only 
sigh helplessly. 

“Xezal, Zaden, the Doom Race…” 

Thea gritted her teeth as murderous intent surged in her heart. 

Swoosh! 

At this moment, a beam of white light appeared in the void. The light beam 
appeared out of nowhere and entered Thea’s body. 

The speed of the light beam was too fast. Even the Ancestral Blood Master, a 
powerhouse in the Chaos Rank, did not sense it. 

Meanwhile, Thea’s body froze. 

A light beam appeared again somewhere in Endlos. 

The light beam flashed by. No one sensed the appearance of the light beam. 

When Endlos was born, three beams of light appeared. 

James left with his spirit 

One light beam entered Thea’s body. 

One light beam flashed by and disappeared. No one knew who would obtain 
the last beam of light. 

After a while, Thea woke up. 

In the deepest part of her mind, mysterious and profound inscriptions 
appeared. 

“Huh?” 



Thea found the situation unbelievable. 

The situation was too uncanny. She obtained an opportunity and fortune by 
standing in the ruin of the Heavenly Court. 

Little did they know that all of this had been predestined long ago. There was 
a pair of invisible hands pulling strings 

behind the scenes. 
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after Henrik experienced an intense battle and wiped out the Extraterrestrial 
Demonsguarding the area, he rescued Yardos, who was trapped. 

Even though Henrik rushed to save Yardos, the fluctuations of the battle in the 
Chaos were 

terrifying. He could feel the fluctuations of the battle from several districts 
away. 

Besides, James left behind an inscription for him. Not only could they 
communicate via the inscription, but Henrik could also sense James’ situation 
by using the inscription. 

Sitting on a black rock, Henrik looked worried. 

Yardos was severely injured. He did not even have the energy to stand up. He 
kept huffing. With difficulty, he got up and leaned against Henrik’s back. 

The two of them leaned against each other. 

“James is really gone this time.” 

Henrik pulled out a cigarette and took a drag. 

“What happened?” 

Yardos had been trapped in the Dark World for a long time, and Henrik just 
rescued him. Thus, Yardos had no idea what was going on. 

Henrik told Yardos what happened in detail. 

After learning about the situation, Yardos clenched his fists. 



‘They won in the end.” 

Anger surged in Yardos’ heart. He wanted to kill Zaden and Xezal but did not 
have the power to do anything. Even if his injuries healed and his strength 
restored, he was not 

Zaden’s match. 

James did not die in battle. 

However, everyone thought James died in battle. 

Since James died in battle, everyone in the Human Universe was mourning. 

Then, Zaden appeared and controlled the Endlos Heart left behind by James. 
He controlled the Ten Districts Heavenly Path and became the Endlos Lord. 

Aside from that, he also made an announcement. 

In thirty thousand years, he would ascend the throne in the Doom Race and 
become the Endlos Lord. 

In the blink of an eye, thirty thousand years passed. 

The Doom Race was bustling. 

Many hidden sects showed up to congratulate Zaden on becoming the new 
Endlos Lord. 

The Doom Race was lively, while the Human Race was quiet. Many Human 
Race powerhouses appeared in the main hall of the Human Race’s Heavenly 
Court, but the group of Human Race powerhouses was silent. 

Zaden became the new Endlos Lord and began a new epoch. 

As for Xezal, she became the real Teresa. She was above everyone. 

Time passed. 

Under the lead of Zaden, the Endlos’ Ten Districts became prosperous. 

Zaden did not use his status to oppress the Human Race and other races. On 
the contrary, he allowed the other races to develop peacefully. 



In a flash, one entrapoch passed. 

Ever since James died in battle, Thea had been meditating in seclusion. 

She was in seclusion for an entire entrapoch. 

One entrapoch later, Thea opened her eyes. 

“James isn’t dead.” 

A voice sounded from the Thirty-three Heavens of the Human Race’s 
Heavenly Court. It sounded throughout the Human Race’s Heavenly Court 

At once, countless Human Race’s powerhouses appeared outside Thea’s 
seclusion sanctuary. 

Thea walked out of the seclusion sanctuary. 

“Mom, what’s going on? It has been so many years. Why did you say Dad 
isn’t dead?” 

Thea glanced at Jacopo, who asked a question, and answered, “I can sense 
him.” 
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powerhouses were looking at Thea. 

Thea told everyone the story of her obtaining a fortune after James died in 
battle. 

“At that time, in the ruin of the Heavenly Court, several mysterious inscriptions 
appeared in my mind. After that, I meditated in seclusion. Now that one 
entrapoch passed, I’ve become stronger. Just now, I sensed a strange light 
beam in my body. I also sensed another light beam somewhere in Endlos. 
James’ soul is hidden in that light beam.” 

Upon learning that, the Human Race’s powerhouses present were delighted. 

Henrik calmed himself down and asked, “Where’s James?” “That’s right. 
Thea, don’t leave us hanging. Where’s James?” 

‘Tell us.” 



When everyone found out James was still alive and his soul aura still existed, 
they became excited. 

However, Thea shook her head and said, “I don’t know James’ exact location. 
I can only sense that he’s alive and that his soul is hidden in a light beam.” 

Thea only knew that James was still alive but did not know where he was. 

‘Thea, your cultivation base…” The Ancestral Blood Master could not resist 
glancing at Thea. Although Thea did not exude any aura, he felt that Thea had 
changed. 

“I have entered the Chaos Completare Rank.” 

Calmly, Thea said, “During this entrapoch, I have been comprehending the 
mysterious inscriptions. I comprehended a part of the Endlos’ secret. My 
cultivation base improved, and I comprehended an excellent Supernatural 
Signature Skill.” 

‘The Chaos Completare Rank?” 

The living beings in the area were stunned. 

Especially Henrik. 

He obtained Zeno’s inheritance and had the Grand Purge Formation. 
However, his cultivation rank only increased from the Chaos lllimita Rank to 
the peak of the Chaos Transcendere Rank during the entrapoch. He did not 
even enter the Chaos Omnia Rank. 

On the other hand, Thea entered the Chaos Completare Rank. 

She was too terrifying. 

The living beings present were taken aback. 

“It’s time to go to the Doom Race of the Chaos District.” 

Thea turned to look in the direction of the Chaos District. 

The Human Universe already left the Doom Universe. Now, the Human 
Universe did not belong to any district and District Heavenly Path’s 
jurisdiction. It was an independent universe in Endlos. 



It could be considered an independent district, but the size of the district was a 
little small. 

“I’m going with you.” At the mention of the Doom Race, Henrik gritted his 
teeth. 

“I can’t miss out on this.” Yardos also stepped forward. 

Yardos was the first human to enter the Chaos Rank in the Human Universe 
after Emperor Raiah’s era. He cultivated the Omniscience Path to the 
extreme. 

When he was on Mount Stoyan of the Chaos Arena, he touched the threshold 
of the Twelfth Rank of Omniscience Path. During the entrapoch, he had been 
meditating in seclusion. 

Now, his cultivation rank reached the peak of the Chaos Omnia Rank, and his 
Omniscience Path reached the Twelfth Rank. 

James’ death motivated him to cultivate. 

Thus, he cultivated while resisting his hatred during the entrapoch. 

Now, it was time to avenge James. 

Aside from Yardos, countless powerhouses in the Human Race were also 
holding back a sense of hatred. They wanted to go to the Chaos District and 
the Doom Universe one day to avenge James. 

Unfortunately, Zaden was too powerful. 

When James left, he used his remaining power to activate the Endlos Heart to 
restore the Chaos District. Thus, he did not bring the Endlos Heart with him. In 
the end, Zaden obtained the Endlos Heart. 

Zaden’s cultivation rank was high. With the addition of the Endlos Heart, he 
was like a mountain suppressing the Human Race powerhouses. Hence, the 
Human Race powerhouses could not avenge James Now that Thea entered 
the Chaos Completare Rank and reached the extreme of the Chaos Rank, it 
was time for the Human Race to take revenge and avenge James. 

“I’m going alone.” 



Thea looked at the others and said, “Zaden is too strong. Even though I have 
entered the Chaos Completare Rank, I don’t know if I can kill Zaden. This is a 
life-or-death battle. The rest of you are not Zaden’s match.” 
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One entrapoch was 490 thousand epochs. 

Thea only took 490 thousand epochs to enter the Chaos Completare Rank 
from the Caelum Boundless Rank. This cultivation speed was terrifying. 

Many entrapochs passed since Emperor Raiah’s era. There were countless 
living beings in the ten districts, but only a few living beings could enter the 
Chaos Rank. 

Aside from Zaden, who took a shortcut, almost none entered the Chaos 
Completare Rank. 

Not only did one need to have the potential to enter the Chaos Completare 
Rank, but one also needed a huge providence. 

Ever since Zaden became the Endlos Lord, the Doom Race welcomed its 
most dazzling era. 

The Doom Race’s providence grew to a frightening level. 

Due to that, Mount Chaos of the Doom Race became a cultivation sanctuary 
for the ten districts. 

In the last entrapoch, countless living beings in the ten districts were attracted 
to join the Doom Race. 

Even if the living beings were rejected by the Doom Race, they would cultivate 
somewhere near Mount Chaos. It was as if they could obtain some of the 
Doom Race’s providence by being close to Mount Chaos. 

The Doom Race did not stop them from doing so. 

At the entrance of Mount Chaos, there were not many living beings other than 
the disciples of Mount Chaos. 

Nevertheless, many living beings gathered in the far distance of Mount Chaos. 



The living beings were all near Mount Chaos to cultivate, trying to obtain the 
Doom Race’s providence. 

At the back of Mount Chaos was a manor. 

It was where Zaden of the Doom Race lived. In the entire Doom Race, only 
one living being, Xezal, could enter and leave the place freely. 

In the distance, a tall, beautiful, and eye-catching lady in a white dress walked 
over. She was humming a tune. She seemed to be in a good mood. 

She pushed open the gate and entered the manor. 

At a scenic place in the manor, a middle-aged man was sitting with his legs 
crossed. He was meditating. 

As Xezal walked over to the middle-aged man, he disappeared. The next 
moment, he appeared before Xezal. 

“What happened? Why are you so happy?” With a smile, Zaden asked. 

Xezal smiled and said, “Father, I have entered the Chaos Rank. From now on, 
I’m a powerhouse.” 

“Haha.” 

Zaden laughed and said, “You still have a long way to go. A living being in the 
Chaos Rank isn’t considered a powerhouse.” 

‘What about you?” 

Xezal asked, “Have you learned the threshold of the Sovereign Rank?” 

Zaden shook his head and answered, “It isn’t easy. After all, this cultivation 
rank is only a legend. It may not exist.” 

“Compared to the past Emperor Raiah, who is stronger? You or him?” Xezal 
asked again. 

Zaden shook his head and said, “It’s hard to tell. I have never fought against 
Emperor Raiah, and I don’t have the chance to.” 

Emperor Raiah was a legend and a myth. 



Although many years had passed, his deeds were still being spread. 

Emperor Raiah was too powerful. Even though Zaden had reached the Chaos 
Completare Rank, he did not know if he 

could defeat Emperor Raiah. 

“By the way, have you located Taran?” Zaden questioned. 

Ever since he became the Endlos Lord, he had been searching for Taran. 
Taran was strong. He was a serious problem for Zaden. Nonetheless, one 
entrapoch passed, yet Zaden had not heard any news about Taran. 

When Taran was in the Chaos Battlefield, he fought against many Grand 
Patriarchs of the hidden sects alone. He killed dozens of them and injured 
several. 

However, Taran also suffered from injuries 

Since one entrapoch had passed, Zaden was afraid that Taran’s injuries had 
recovered. 

Taran was a powerhouse who fought against Emperor Raiah for supremacy. 
Even though Zaden was at the Chaos Completare Rank, he feared Tara 

 

 


